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Logistics Industry in Bangladesh
The logistics industries in
Bangladesh have been
thriving for years in line
with the steady growth of
exports
and
imports
marking the industry
highly progressive.

• Chattogram port over the years has been acting as the principal
gateway handling around 85% of county's seaborne trade.
• It needs to address some key challenges including infrastructure
development, process improvement and efficient management
procedures.

Challenges faced by Global Logistics Industry
•

Transportation Issues

•

High Order Intensity Ratio

•

Reducing Transportation Costs

•

Transportation Roadblocks

•

Shortage of the Drivers

•

Port Sector Issues

•

Improving Supply Chain Visibility

•

Tax Structure and Warehousing Problems

•

Lack of Skilled and Specialist Personnel

•

Adopting New Technologies
Source: https://navata.com/cms/challenges-faced-by-logistics-companies/
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Key Challenges faced by Logistics Industry
•

Poor Infrastructure (Insufficient integration of transport networks,
IT, warehouse and distribution facilities)

•

Trade Regulations (Regulations exist at a number of different tiers,
imposed by national, regional and local authorities)

•

Trained Manpower (Both in third party logistics sector and the
manufacturing and retailing sectors are very weak as a practical
level).
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Logistics Index 2022

Source: World Bank Transport
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S&P Global Market Intelligence

Logistics Index 2022
• Bangladesh dropped one position to rank 39th among 50 of the world's
most promising emerging logistics markets.

• Various factors that make them attractive to logistics providers, freight
forwarders, air and ocean carriers, distributors and investors.
• Bangladesh's overall score in these metrics is 4.44 out of 10 – same as
the previous year.
• To support the export growth and diversification, we have to enhance
Logistics Index.
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Inland Container Depots (ICDs)

Source: TBS, July 23, 2022

Inland Container Depots (ICDs)
• These 19 private ICDs, also known as off-docks, usually have around
25-30% vacant space.
• We need new investment in setting up ICDS so that we can better
handle growing export boxes.
• Goods are not loaded or unloaded inside the port anywhere in the world.
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Evolution of ICDs and Export
No. of ICDs
1998 …….. 1
2007 …….. 7
2021……. 19
2022 ……. 21 [19+2 more in final
stage]

Export Statistics
1998-99…. $ 531.29 Core
2007-08…. $ 1411.08 Core
2020-21…. $ 3875.83 Core
2021-22…. $ 5000+ Core
[Source: EPB]

[Source: BICDA]
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ICDs Congestion
Hundreds of covered vans carrying
export cargoes are seen waiting in a
long queue for entering a private
ICD in Chattogram.
[Source: Daily Star, July 7]

• The ICDs have been facing an acute congestion of export containers
within their premises for a few weeks now.

• In Chattogram, ICDs handle almost 95% of export goods for shipment and
38 types of import goods.
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Necessity of Expansion of ICDs
• Exporters are already suffering from a crisis of vehicles and
exorbitantly high truck fares due to the stalemate.
• ICDs have a lack of infrastructure and efficiency as well as a shortage of
workers which was delaying the handling of export cargoes.
• ICDs have been experiencing a growth in export cargo by around 19
percent in the last six months till June 2022.
• There is no alternative of expansion of private ICDs, but we have to
resolve the bureaucracy as well.
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CTG Port Capacity

CTG Port, April-May 2020

CTG Port Safety Issues
The Chattogram port has not
yet completely implemented
the
security
measures
specified by the ISPS Code and
the IMDG code.

• The Chattogram port is still conducting container delivery service from
the main port.
• Scanners have only been installed at six out of its 12 gates.
[Source: TBS, June 23, 2022]
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Colombo Port, SriLanka
Container Port Performance
Index (CPPI), 2021, Colombo
port in 22nd position in the
world and top ranking in
South Asia.

• Common challenges for the ports are handling time, process
complexity, competitiveness, administrative & port management.
• Due to delay of product unloading in the container terminal, we are
visualizing supply chain disruption, high cost and low competitiveness.
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[Source: TBS, June 23, 2022]

ICDs Safety Issues
• ICD Policy is being assessed following the devastating fire from
dangerous goods at a container yard in Chattogram.
• After Sitakundu incident, an eight-member committee was recently
formed to evaluate the existing policy

• This committee will review required equipment in ICDs, infrastructural
facilities and management of flammable materials, arrangements of
required yards and sheds, safety and security arrangements.
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ICDs Safety Issues
• The NBR issues an ICD license to a private company after an eightstep process.

• Some container depots were found accommodating diesel pumps on
their premises.
• Inadequate fire safety measures
• Renewal of their licenses
• Most of them lack proper arrangements for handling hazardous
products.
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Dhaka Airport
Cargo logjam hits Bangladesh
exports after scanning failures at
Dhaka Airport in September 2020.

• Dhaka airport had been hit by significant export delays and congestion
after five of its six x-ray cargo screening machines failed.
• Backlog issue

• Cold chain and storage facilities
[Source: The Load Star, September 2020]
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Dhaka Airport
In April 2020, the cargo terminal
at Dhaka Airport was facing
troubles with huge stockpiles of
uncleared imported shipments.

• During that time, the airport was left with huge cargo backlog and
congestion
• The airport warehouse was having more than double its capacity
to store imported cargo.

[Source: Bangladesh Post, September 2020]
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Opportunities and Concerns
• NBR should review the facilities before issuing licenses and regular
monitoring is essential.
• NBR should adopt automation in all possible levels at the same time
to focus more on expanding Tax net.
• All projects going anti-environment and against the notion of green
economy should be abandoned. Ecosystem must be adopted.
• We have to ensure off dock CFS and port authorities to be equipped
with modern facilities
• Trained human resource with maintaining ethical issues.
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Opportunities and Concerns
• Bangladesh Bank, NBR, port authority, transport authority, nine
ministries and 20 agencies are the regulating bodies.
• It’s highly recommended to adopt automations in all ports activities,
implementation of the concept of a modern warehousing
management system.
• Government has to give appropriate focus on Logistics sector and to
put efforts to enhance Country's Logistics Index.
• Due to delay of export cargos, exporters were incurring losses as
truckers were charging excessively high fares.
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Opportunities and Concerns
• Look at the airport, there is no professional scanner.
• Regarding airport situation, infrastructure development and efficient
management procedures, etc. deserve special attention. TQM concept
would be applicable.
• Coordination among port Authority, civil aviation, customs and other
stakeholders are very crucial. Traditional mindset would be changed to
contribute more for the betterment of the society.
• Third-party temperature-controlled logistics (TCL) services and cold
storage facilities would be situated and operated near airports,
seaports, and land border crossings.
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Reshaping the Future
• Digitizing the buyer-supplier relationship is a fundamental element for
building robust supply chains.
• With advanced technologies, like Artificial Intelligence (AI),
Automation, Internet of Things (IoT), Block chain, Big data, etc.,
supply chains could quickly switch to alternative providers when
regular suppliers face disruption.

• Let us create smart and agile industry driven resilient supply chains with
maintaining ecosystems is the key to building a global trade and
investment network that’s capable of weathering future storms (Supply
Chain Disruption).

Questions & Answers
mamunhabib@iub.edu.bd, mohammad.habib@uta.edu
mamunhabib@unirazak.edu.my

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENTION !

